## List of DLAs

### Reading DLAs
- **DLA #002**: Pre-Reading (Vocabulary Skills)
- **DLA #003**: Pre-Reading (Vocabulary Skills)
- **DLA #004**: Pre-Reading (Context)
- **DLA #005**: Active Reading (Annotation)
- **DLA #006**: Reading to Understand I
- **DLA #007**: Reading to Understand II
- **DLA #009**: Active Reading Narrative Essay
- **DLA #010**: Close Reading Non-Fiction
- **DLA #011**: Close Reading Fiction

### Writing DLAs
- **DLA #201**: Improving Transitions Between Sentences
- **DLA #202**: Introductions
- **DLA #203**: Conclusions
- **DLA #204**: Strengthening Analysis
- **DLA #206**: Improving Detail
- **DLA #207**: Creating a Revision Checklist
- **DLA #208**: Splitting the Second (Part one)
- **DLA #209**: Expanding Knowledge and Ideas
- **DLA #210**: Paragraph Structure
- **DLA #211**: Recognizing Fact and Opinion
- **DLA #212**: Inferences
- **DLA #213**: Planning a Summary Paragraph
- **DLA #214**: Writing About Research
- **DLA #215**: Paraphrasing (Research needed)
- **DLA #216**: Essay Organization and Topic Sentences
- **DLA #217**: Writing Process and Study Skills
- **DLA #218**: Splitting the Second (Part two)
- **DLA #219**: Improving Detail
- **DLA #220**: Creating a Revision Checklist
- **DLA #221**: Setting Up Quoted Material
- **DLA #222**: Quote Sandwich
- **DLA #223**: Outlining and Essay Structure
- **DLA #224**: Developing a Thesis Statement
- **DLA #225**: Cliché Busting
- **DLA #226**: Freighting
- **DLA #227**: Netting
- **DLA #228**: Thesauruscoping
- **DLA #229**: Pause
- **DLA #230**: Pulsing the Tense
- **DLA #231**: Pie Slicing
- **DLA #232**: Thirteen Ways

### Mechanics DLAs
- **DLA #301**: Documenting Sources Group Exercise (MLA)
- **DLA #302**: Creating a Works Cited Page and Parenthetical Citations

### Instructor-Specific DLAs
- **DLA #505**: Apostrophes (Keller)
- **DLA #507**: Annotation Felts
- **DLA #508**: Family Story (Rogers)
- **DLA #512**: Summary Organization and Outline (Nesse)
- **DLA #513**: Paragraph Development (Weatherford)

### Group DLAs
- **DLA #601**: Annotation Group Activity
- **DLA #602**: Introductions Group Activity
- **DLA #603**: Vocabulary Group Activity (reading needed)
- **DLA #604**: Revision and Editing Group Activity
- **DLA #607**: Active Reading Narrative Group Activity
- **DLA #608**: Active Reading (Annotation) Group
- **DLA #611**: Paragraph Structure
- **DLA #612**: Setting up Quoted Material- group
- **DLA #613**: Quote Sandwich- group
- **DLA #614**: Developing a Thesis Statement- group
- **DLA #615**: Final Review for English 098 and 099
- **DLA #616**: Fragments Group
- **DLA #617**: Coordination Group
- **DLA #618**: Complex Sentence Structures
- **DLA #619**: Planning a Summary Paragraph
- **DLA #620**: Creating a Works Cited Page and Parenthetical Citations
- **DLA #621**: Commas Group
- **DLA #622**: Identifying and Correcting Comma Splices and Run-Ons Group
- **DLA #624**: Outlining and Essay Structure Group
- **DLA #625**: Paraphrasing Group
- **DLA #626**: Conclusions

### ESL DLAs
- **DLA #701**: ESL Exercises in the Understanding and Using English Grammar Workbook
- **DLA #703**: ESL Reading in the SRA Reading Laboratory
- **DLA #704**: Participial Adjectives
- **DLA #705**: Passive Voice
- **DLA #706**: Verb Tenses

### Grammar DLAs
- **DLA #401A**: Finding and Eliminating Comma Splices and Run-Ons (Student paper required)
- **DLA #401B**: Identifying and Correcting Comma Splices and Run-Ons (No paper required)
- **DLA #401C**: Recognizing and Repairing Comma Splices and Run-Ons
- **DLA #402**: Sentence Modeling Activity: Colons
- **DLA #403**: Sentence Modeling Activity: Dashes
- **DLA #405**: Recognizing and Repairing Sentence Fragments
- **DLA #406**: Commas (Part one)
- **DLA #407**: Commas (Part two)
- **DLA #408**: Coordination
- **DLA #409**: Complex Sentence Structure
- **DLA #409**: Thesauruscoping
- **DLA #619**: Planning a Summary Paragraph
- **DLA #620**: Creating a Works Cited Page and Parenthetical Citations
- **DLA #621**: Commas Group
- **DLA #622**: Identifying and Correcting Comma Splices and Run-Ons Group
- **DLA #624**: Outlining and Essay Structure Group
- **DLA #625**: Paraphrasing Group
- **DLA #626**: Conclusions
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